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Abstract—We propose the new OFDMA based Multiparty
Medium Access Control (Mu-MAC) protocol to overcome the
problem of lack of scalability and low performance of wireless
ad hoc networks in dense topologies. Mu-MAC exploits OFDMA
technology to enhance network by enabling as many concurrent
transmissions as the number of subchannels available via OFDMA
subcarrier grouping when nodes are endowed with a single
antenna and a half-duplex radio. With Mu-MAC, a node transmits
multiple transmissions at the same time by negotiating the sub-
channels over which transmissions take place through exploiting
information attained by channel state assignment algorithm. Mu-
MAC supports dynamic rate selection, and enforces channel
reuse. We prove the correctness of Mu-MAC and demonstrate
via simulation results the major performance advantages of Mu-
MAC over prior techniques proposed for single-radio single-
channel, single-radio multi-channel and multi-radio multi-channel
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent results on the capacity of wireless networks [1],

[2] clearly show that embracing concurrency at the physical
layer is a must in order to make wireless networks scale.
In practice, this requires nodes to send and receive multiple
concurrent transmissions successfully. The approaches that have
been reported to embrace concurrency to date have focused
on using MIMO radios, directional antennas, analog network
coding [3], and combining frequency and space division with
the use of multiple radios per node [4]–[7]. However due to
physical restrictions on the number of radios per node, the
number of non-overlapping channels, channel switching delays,
and the complexity of MIMO radios, the concurrency that can
be attained in real ad hoc networks is limited.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)

[8] has been selected for use in multi-user environments (e.g.,
IEEE 802.16 [9] and DVB-RCA [10]) employing OFDM tech-
nology due to its ability to combat wireless channel’s multipath
effects and to facilitate flexible concurrency. In OFDM systems,
subcarriers or tones are orthogonal carriers of lower-rate input
data streams that result in longer symbol duration compared to
channel delay spread to mitigate multipath effects. In OFDMA,
a group of non-overlapping subcarriers called subchannels can
be assigned to each user, thus enabling simultaneous data
transmission from multiple transmitters to a single receiver
or simultaneous data transmission from a single transmitter to
multiple receivers over lower-rate non-overlapping subchannels.
While OFDMA has inherent concurrency characteristics in

the way that multiple subchannels can be allocated and used,
they have not been truly exploited in the past. The adoption
of OFDMA in ad hoc networks has been explored only by a

number of recent works [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] that focus
on achieving the best arrangement of bits, power and subcarrier
per user to maximize channel throughput.
The focus of this paper is to present a new multi-

channel MAC protocol that embraces concurrency by means of
OFDMA. Our new protocol, which we call Mu-MAC (OFDMA
Based Multiparty Medium Access Control), as described in
Section III, uses a single OFDMA radio per node, together
with a novel subchannel assignment approach that enables the
initiation of multiple transmissions at the same time, and their
successful reception at all nearby receivers. In contrast to other
multi-channel MAC protocols, Mu-MAC avoids switching de-
lays and supports dynamic rate selection, which has not been
addressed in recent multi-channel MAC solutions. This is done
by allowing the assignment and usage of multiple subchannels
on the same transmitter-receiver pair. Mu-MAC also enforces
subchannel reuse on closest node-pairs that are far enough
that their utilization of the same subchannel do not cause
interference.
Section IV presents our experimental results comparing

Mu-MAC against prior multi-channel MAC approaches. The
results from our experiments manifestly demonstrates the major
performance benefits of concurrency derived from Mu-MAC
utilization by means of only one half-duplex OFDMA radio
per node.

II. MEDIUM ACCESS SCHEMES FOR AD HOC NETWORKS

The main aspects of the proposed design is to provide
new medium access scheme with the goal of overcoming ad
hoc network scaling problems. We first discuss the motive
behind the selection of OFDMA over current FDMA, CDMA
and TDMA schemes for single radio networks. For the sake
of comparison, we illustrate the performance improvement
achieved via OFDMA based concurrency against concurrency
provided by employment of multiple radios.

A. MAC for Single-radio Ad Hoc Networks
Multi-channel FDMA based MACs divide the available

spectrum into orthogonal channels while nodes switch between
such channels to enable concurrent data transmissions with one
receiver in the transmission range of another transmitter. The
main questions for the MAC protocol are: a) what channel
should nodes use to transmit or receive data while avoid-
ing primary and secondary collision and maximizing channel
throughput and b) which subset of nodes can access the channel
at a given time. Many protocols have been proposed in the
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past [16]. As an example, while So and Vaidya [17] propose
MMAC, which divides time into channel selection negotiation
interval and data exchange interval, channel-hopping protocols
(e.g., RICH [18]) implement a common frequency hopping
sequence. To send data, nodes engage in a negotiation dialog
over the current channel hop and if succeeded remain in the
same channel for the duration of their data transfer while
other nodes continue to follow the common channel hopping
sequence.
MACs based on TDMA operate with nodes utilizing the

entire spectrum over different time slots. The drawback is
the requirement of strict universal time synchronization at the
beginning of each time slot. CDMA based MACs on the
other hand, enable concurrent transmission of data over wider
spectrum by multiplying transmitted signal with a unique code
specified for that transmission. However, wide band transmis-
sion is extremely vulnerable to the multipath fading effects
of the wireless channel and requires complex equalization
techniques at the receiver.
On the other hand, OFDM based transmissions overcome

such difficulties by dividing the wide band channel into mul-
tiple smaller yet non-overlapping channels or subcarriers and
utilize them in parallel to increases symbol duration comparing
to channel delay spread and overcome the effects of multi-
path fading. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) [8] can be viewed as a combination of OFDM and
FDMA multiple access since it enables the assignment of non-
overlapping fraction of subcarriers called subchannels to each
user. OFDMA not only inherits the superior performance of
OFDM but enables joint concurrency as concurrent transmis-
sion of data from a single transmitter to multiple receivers or
concurrent transmission of data from multiple transmitters to a
single receiver on orthogonal subchannels.
Considerable work exists on centralized resource al-

location techniques for infrastructure-based OFDMA net-
works [11], [12]. Scheduling in time and frequency for mesh
networks where mesh routers are responsible for channel as-
signment is discussed in [13], and [14]. Pourmohammadi et.
al. [19] propose a new random access MAC for OFDMA
network when an access point provide scheduling in time and
frequency. The adoption of OFDMA in ad hoc networks has
been explored by a number of recent works [15], [20]. These
schemes focus on resource allocation algorithms in terms of
power, bit, and subcarriers in the time domain and do not
provide a solution for random access MAC for OFDMA-based
ad hoc networks.

B. MAC for Multi-radio Ad Hoc Networks
It has been presented that the performance and the capacity

of wireless ad networks can significantly improve if nodes
are endowed with multiple interfaces/radios in the presence of
multiple non-overlapping channels [21]. With multiple inter-
faces, a node can utilize multiple channels concurrently and
hence increase the amount of exploited bandwidth and achieve
the aforementioned joint concurrency. Since it is not realistic
to utilize as many radios as the number of non-overlapping
channels, channel assignment and medium access is even a
more challenging issue in such networks. In addition, since
radios need to switch from one channel to another, especially
for long routes, switching delays are another intricate obstacle.
Although techniques proposed by Kyasanur and Vaidya in [4],

Xing, et. al. in [5], Jain, Das and Nasipuri in [6], and Wu
et. al.in [22] attempt to address the MAC problem in such
networks, we focus on the work presented by Shim et.al. in [7]
called MM-MAC since it also uses handshake negotiation for
random access MAC similar to our approach though for multi-
radio networks. The difference is the assumption that time is
divided into negotiation and data transmission intervals. Each
interface is assigned a unique control channel and data channels
are distributed among interfaces with no overlap. In a similar
manner as MMAC [17], each interface negotiates (exchange
RTS/CTS control messages) for its own assigned channels. This
approach requires constant universal synchronization updates,
performs channel selection purely based on ongoing trans-
missions, and only establishes a single transmission via each
successful transmitter-based handshake.

C. OFDMA operation assumption
Our proposed MAC utilizes OFDMA technology at physical

layer to exploit its performance and inherent features for
high traffic and densely deployed networks. In our design,
a fix number of subchannels, C, is the subject of channel
assignment algorithm while C = N/Ns; N is the total number
of subcarriers and Ns is the minimum possible number of
subcarriers per subchannel based on subcarrier spacing and
number of required pilots for channel gain detection. Hence,
the number of subchannels is assumed to be set at its maximum
achievable value. Channel bandwidth may range from 1.25!20

MHz, and the number of subcarriers following the employed
FFT size ranges from 128 to 2048 [23]. For instance, in 802.16
the number of subchannels ranges from 2 to 96 based on the
application. Our channel state assignment algorithm attempts
to assign as many high quality subchannels as possible to each
transmitter-receiver pair based on the network degree to allow
adaptive allocation of number of subcarriers or data rates per
transmission. We do not pose any specific guard interval or
form of subcarrier grouping, while any existing implementation
of OFDMA technology is suitable.
In this design, we focus on multiple concurrent transmissions

from a single transmitter to multiple receivers over orthogonal
subchannels. As a result, typical time and frequency acquisition
techniques in downlink infrastructure-based OFDMA systems
would work properly. These techniques rely on a received
control signal prior to data transmission as well as training
sequences transmitted with each message to adjust each re-
ceiver’s local oscillator and FFT window with the common
transmitter’s. Many proposals with proven implementations
address this issue as S & C proposed in [24] to acquire and
correct the frequency offset and the timing offset between each
receiver and the common transmitter.

III. MU-MAC
For simplicity of exposition, in the rest of this paper we

refer to a subchannel simply as channel. The contribution of
this work, OFDMA based Multiparty Medium Access Control
(Mu-MAC) protocol, can be summarized into two components:
(a) a channel state assignment algorithm and (b) a new joint
negotiation algorithm. The primordial channel state assignment
(CHS) algorithm is responsible for allocating high-quality
channels to each transmitter-receiver pair and needs to be run
only when topology changes occur in the neighborhood. It
focuses on avoiding interference on the same channels from
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intruding nodes while the joint negotiation algorithm exploits
the assigned states via CHS algorithm to negotiate best channels
immediately prior to data transmission. The joint negotiation
technique improves throughput by reducing overheads and
establishing multiple transmissions via single round of control
message exchange. The utilization of the primordial channel
state assignment enables fast and accurate joint channel se-
lection negotiation. In addition, the negotiation resolves the
channel selection problem when there are not enough channels
available to cover all transmitter-receiver pairs via primordial
channel state assignment algorithm.

A. Channel State Assignment
We assume there are C subchannels available which is the

maximum achievable number based on the minimum number
of allowable subcarriers per subchannel. Mu-MAC assigns a
channel state, CSc(u), to each channel, c, for each link ,u,
representing a transmitter-receiver pair. A link is defined for a
pair of nodes that are immediate neighbors. As mentioned, the
channel state assignment needs to be run only when topology
changes occur in the neighborhood. CSc(u) may have two
possible states: low (l) and high (h). A channel with state h
on link u must reside in state l on all links one-hop to k-hops
away from u when k represents how far interference traverses
based on the radio’s sensitivity. For simplicity of our examples
we assume k = 2. One-hop away links from link u share an
endpoint with u while two-hop away links are adjacent to the
one-hop away links accordingly. The state high denotes a high
success rate, and the state low means a low success rate for the
channel utilized on the link.
The success rate of channel c on link u is denoted by psc(u),

and Mu-MAC aims to achieve the maximum probability of
success, P (u) =

!C
c=1

psc(u), on each link, while minimizing
the standard deviation of P (u) as ! = "u(P (u)) over all links.
The maximization of P (u) is sough by Mu-MAC via assigning
as many channels as possible into the state of h on link u,
and the minimization of ! is reached via allocation of priority
during the assignment in such a way that links receive equal
opportunity of success according to their interferers. Note that
with OFDMA, a node can utilize n number of subchannels
concurrently for its transmission to another node [12] with
subsequent transmission rate of n times the rate on each
subchannel. With Mu-MAC, the fewer the number of interfering
links in the network, the more channels will be assigned to the
state of h and can be utilized on a link which results in adaptive
rate selection for each transmission. Mu-MAC makes channel
reuse possible by enforcing the same channels into the state of h

on the links that are k+1 hops, e.g. three hops, away from each
other since transmission on the same channel on these links do
not cause interference at the receivers. Mu-MAC facilitates such
channel conservation via its link-based technique and a special
hashing function utilized to set priorities during algorithm’s
operation.
To set channel states for each link, a node creates a conflict

graph G(V, E) based on the neighborhood information it ex-
changes with its one-hop neighbors. To carry this information,
a designated strew channel is considered. A node is assumed
to own a connected link for the purpose of state assignment
if its identifier (e.g., MAC address) is larger than the identifier
of the other node of the link. Each link u is represented by
the vertex u in the conflict graph and is connected to the

interfering links that are one and two hops away. CHS(u) is
a complete table containing CSc(u) for all of the channels on
link u, and CHSa contains CHS(u) for all links u connected to
node a. After deployment or when a topology change occurs
CSc(u) " CHS(u) of all c for all links within the two-hop
neighborhood of the detected change move to the state of start
(s), which has psc = 0, and during the algorithm’s operation
changes to either h or l.

Fig. 1. Example of a connectivity graph and the conflict graph

TABLE I
CHS ASSIGNMENT PER ROUND FOR EXAMPLE OF FIG. 1

vertex rounds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

v h1 l2 l3 l4
x s l1 h2 l3 l4
q s l1 l2 h3 l4
u s l1 l2 l3 l4
y s l1 l2 l3 h4
z h1 h2 h3 l4

Algorithm 1 for each channel c assigns channel state on all
links via finding the highest priority vertex in the conflict graph,
which we call robust. To assure fairness, the highest-priority
vertices are those with the lowest probability of success. Nl(u)

is the number of links with CSc = l in CHS(N(u)) and Nh(u)

is the number of links with CSc = h in CHS(N(u)) when
CHS(N(u)) represents CHS belonging to N(u), i.e. set of direct
neighbors of vertex u.

pc(u) = 1 !
Nl(u) # l + 100 # Nh(u) # h

Nl(u) + 100 # Nh(u)
(1)

where l = 0.01 and h = 0.9. If pc(u) > 0.9, CSc(u) $ h;
otherwise, CSc(u) $ l. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the
conflict graph generated by node a, and Table I illustrates the
assigned channel states by Algorithm 1 versus operation rounds.
Note that hc represents assigned state of h to channel c for
that specific link or conflict graph vertex. After each round
of Algorithm 1, CHS updates containing CHS for all of links
within the conflict graph must be received. Node a transmits its
own CHSa and CHS belonging to its one-hop neighbors. The
number of CHS updates needed for the algorithm to converge
is (d+1)(2d!3)C where d is the average number of immediate
neighbors.
Lemma 3.1: After Algorithm 1 converges, only a single link

u gets CSc(u) = h on channel c, among its interfering links.
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Proof: Based on Equation 1, if Nh(u) % 1 , i.e. a single
link with CSc = h in CHS(N(u)), results in pc(u) < 0.9 and
the assigned state to CSc(u) will be l.
If CSc(u) of the current robust vertex is computed to be

l, there already exists a CSc(v) = h on the interfering vertex
v, and u can safely update its channel state. However, if the
calculated CSc(u) = h, the vertex can only make the change
if it’s the sole winner among all robust vertices, i.e., has the
maximum PID when PID(x) = hash(ID(x) & ID(h3(x)) & c)

while x represents all robust vertices with P (x) = minu(P (u)).
The winner among all robust vertices is robustwinner = v

when PID(v) = maxx(PID(x)). This is a random selection;
however, links that are three hops away receive equal priority
to select a state when the vertex ID is the link ID and is the
concatenation of the two end-pointing node’s identifiers. To
calculate P (u) =

!C
c=1

psc(u), psc(u) = 0.9 if CSc(u) = h and
psc(u) = 0.01 if CSc(u) = l. The vertices that do not make any
updates are called torpid.
Lemma 3.2: Within a finite time after all topology changes

has stopped, Algorithm 1 converges, which means that no more
CHS updates are transmitted.

Proof: For each channel, only one vertex, u, within the
conflict graph updates CSc(u) to h as a robust vertex. After
sending a CHS update to all its neighbors, the recipients of
this update were torpid in the previous round, and since torpid
vertices’ state selection is a result of robust vertices’ selection,
their CHS updates do not change the state of the robust vertices.
The robust vertices that assign CSc = l must have been torpid
in the previous round so again their updates do not affect
the robust vertices selection. Therefore, eventually all vertices
change from s to either l or h within a finite time, and no more
updates are sent.
Lemma 3.3: After Algorithm 1 converges, P (u) =!C
c=1

psc(u) on each link is maximized while standard
deviation ! = "u(P (u)) across links is minimized.

Proof: When CSc(u) on link u is assigned h, it means that
it had the lowest P (u) =

!C
c=1

psc(u). Therefore, at no point
a change can increase the link’s P (u) from others, unless the
other links have an equal P (u); hence, the standard deviation
is minimized while

!C
c=1

psc(u) is maximized.
Although several channels are available in an OFDMA-based

network, there need not be a sufficient number of channels in
a dense network for all links to receive h assignment on at
least one channel. Links that do not receive any h assignment
are labeled as vague. Figure 1 illustrates an example with four
channels where link u is a vague. The channel assignment for
vague links is addressed in Algorithm 2 via negotiation. Note
that four channels for an OFDMA network is rather low, and
this is chosen solely for illustration purposes. If d is the average
number of nodes direct neighbors in a network, the average
number of 1+2(d!1)2 channels are required to cover all links.
Table II shows the number of channels needed for different
node degrees when typical number of channels for OFDMA
network can go up to 92 [23].
Theorem 3.4: After a finite number of message exchanges,

Algorithm 1 fairly assigns valid channel states to all channels
on all links in such a way that "u(P (u)) is minimized.

Proof: The theorem follows directly from Lemmas 3.1,
3.2, and 3.3.
Channel state assignment for broadcasting utilizes the same

technique, however assigns channel states for a conflict graph,

Algorithm 1: Channel State Assignment

Input: CHS(u) and CHS(N(u))
Output:CHS(u)

1 : for channel c = 1 to C
2 : while CHS(u) is not complete
3 : for all v " N(u)

4 : P (v) =
!

C

c=1
psc(v)

5 : end for
6 : r(j) = k whenP (k) = minv(P (v))
7 : for all j
8 : PID(j) = hash(ID(r(j)) # ID(r3(j)) # c)
9 : end for
10 : find rwinner = m when PID(m) = max(PID)

11 : psc(u) = 1 $
Nl(u)!l+100!Nh(u)!h

Nl(u)!l+100!Nh(u)
12 : if psc(u) < 0.9
13 : CSc(u) % i
14 : update CHS, send update
15 : elseif ID(u) = rwinner

16 : CSc(u) % w
17 : update CHS, send update
18 : elseif CHSc(N(u)) is complete
19 : update CHS, send update
20 : else
21 : wait for all updates
22 : go to 2
23 : end if
24 : end while
25 : c = c + 1
26 : end for

G(V, E), when vertices represent network nodes rather than
links. Each node a receives CSc(a) = h on channel c while
other two-hop neighbors receive CSc = l. During broadcasting
and multicasting transmissions, each node only selects channels
with CSc = h, and since no other two-hop neighbors selects
the same channel, the transmission is interference free.

B. Joint Negotiation

Routing in an ad hoc network can benefit substantially from
the concurrency enabled by Mu-MAC. As an example, in
Figure 2, node a can simultaneously transmit messages to
to nodes b, e, and d on orthogonal channels by designating
a control channel and sending a single Request To Transmit
(RTS) message that contain a list of the targeted receivers and
the selected channels for transmission.
Accordingly, two channels are dedicated to control message

exchanges. One for the exchange of CHS updates called strew
channel when Algorithm 1 needs to be run, and another one
for the exchange of RTS and CTS messages for negotiation
purposes. The key advantage in Mu-MAC is the initiation of
multiple communications via a single round of negotiation,
which we call joint negotiation to contrast it with the traditional
approaches in which nodes negotiate for a given sender-receiver
pair to switch to a given channel. The handshake in this case
is initiated by the receiver.

B(a) is the list of channels that node a cannot use to
receive data, because they are used for transmissions by its

TABLE II
NETWORK DEGREE AND THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF CHANNELS FOR IDEAL

CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT

Network Degree 3 4 5 6 7 8
Number of channels 9 19 33 51 73 100
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Fig. 2. Joint negotiation and CHS utilization example

neighbors. Fr(a) is the list of channels that a is forbidden to
use for transmission because they are used by its neighbors for
data reception, and its information is obtained by Node a via
eavesdropping on the transmitted CTSs in its neighborhood. At
the same time, each link u has a group of disjoint links that
cannot be activated if a transmission on link u is ongoing. If
the negotiation is initiated by one endpoint, none of the links
connected to the other endpoint can be activated as well because
a single radio can not transmit and receive at the same time,
and to carry on an initiation negotiation round, a node needs to
engage in both transmission and reception. DJa(u) represents
link u’s disjoint group when a activates the link. When a node
assigns channels to link u, all channels with state h on the
disjoint group can be assigned to link u.
Algorithm 2: XCb

a(u) represents channels selected by node
a for transmission on link u to its neighbors b. Node a appends
XCa for all links (u, ..x) to an RTS message and transmits the
message on the common control channel. The neighbors, after
successful reception of RTS, compare XCa for their connected
link to their busy list, e.g. B(b), and if passed immediately
reply with a CTS sent on the control channel at the scheduled
delayed time assigned by a to make sure no collision occurs.
Case 2.1: Node a uses CHS(u) to select channel c for

transmission on link u to node d in such a way that c /" Fr(a)

and CSc(u) = h.
Case 2.2: Node a uses CHS(u) to select channel c for

transmission on link u to node d in such a way that c /" Fr(a)

and CSc(DJd(u)) = h.
In Figure 2, node a wants to transmit data to nodes b, e, and

d. Given that CS1,6(DJd(u)) = h and 1, 6 /" Fr(a), channels
for transmission assigned by a for link u are: XCd

a(u) $ 1, 6.
Meanwhile CS3(v) = h and CS5(DJb(v)) = h while 3, 5 /"

Fr(a) therefore XCb
a(v) $ 3, 5. On the other hand, CS2(x) = h,

and CS4(DJe(x)) = h while 4 /" Fr(a), therefore XCe
a(x) $

2, 4. However, e is currently busy transmitting data from another
node and a’s request will be unanswered.
Theorem 3.5: If all channels on all links receive valid state

assignment based on Algorithm 1, channels selected by a node
for transmission to another node based on Algorithm 2 result
in interference free transmissions.

Proof: We utilize the presented example in Figure 2 to
prove this theorem. In case of algorithm 2, case 2.1, c /" Fr(a)

and CSc(v) = h, and based on lemma 3.1 all other 2-hop

neighboring links of v has CSc = l and as a result channel
c wont be used by one-hop neighbors of b for transmission,
so this transmission is interference free. In case 2.2, c /" Fr(a)

and CSc(DJa(u)) = h. Since DJa(u) are disjoint links and
wont be triggered at the same time as u, and since based on
lemma 3.1, one-hop neighboring links of DJa(u) = l which are
2-hop neighbors of u, this transmission in interference free.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance improvement
and benefits of OFDMA based Mu-MAC over existing MACs
for single-radio and multi-radio channel switching networks.

A. Simulation set up

Performance results were acquired through Qualnet [25]
simulations. OFDMA transmission was modeled in Qualnet
by updating the IEEE 802.11a/OFDM model integrated in the
simulator operating on a center frequency of 5 GHz. The
total transmission rate is set to 54Mbps, while the available
bandwidth is divided into the applicable number of channels.
30 nodes were distributed uniformly in an area of 800 by 800
meter. To obtain the most topology-independent results, we
averaged our experimental values over 10 different random sta-
tionary samples. Packets are generated according to a Poisson
distribution with MTU of 512B long. The signal attenuation
is assumed to be based on the channel model according to an
indoor environment by delay spread of 200ns with stationary
nodes and sensitivity parameter that fluctuates around -111.0
dBm according to the designated guard interval. Based on
the relaxed protocol model [26], a successful transmission
from node i to node j on a specific channel is possible if,
for any other node k transmitting data on the same channel,
it is true that dkj = (1 + !)r(n), where dkj represents the
distance from node k to node j. The guard interval, !, has
a direct relationship with the minimum signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) or sensitivity necessary for the physical layer to
successfully receive data bits.

B. Performance Comparison and Analysis

To compare the performance of Mu-MAC with Single-radio,
Multi-channel (SM) MAC employing channel switching and
Multi-radio, Multi-channel MAC (MM), average number of
packets received successfully per time unit is measured and
plotted as channel throughput.
Figure 3 illustrates the achievable throughput for various

number of channels, network degree (d), as average number
of a node’s direct neighbors for guard interval ! = 0.2. As
more channels become available, more number of simultaneous
transmissions can take place, and all techniques lead to higher
throughout. However, as number of channels grows further,
there is a limit on how much concurrency each technique can
obtain. With Mu-MAC, due to joint negotiation, even though
there is a contention on transmission of RTS, this limit is much
higher than SM techniques. Figure 4 illustrates the performance
of Mu-MAC, and Single-radio, Single-channel techniques (SS)
as well as SM versus network degree for various number of
data channels and guard intervals. As network degree increases,
throughput is reduced due to the increase on channel contention,
and as its shown with c = 12, Mu-MAC has much higher
performance than with c = 3. Comparing to SS techniques,
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the improvement is visible although the entire bandwidth is
available to the nodes.
To compare the performance of Mu-MAC with Multi-radio,

Multi-channel (MM) MAC employing negotiation per radio as
proposed in [7] which we call, MMD, Figure 3 is presented.
In this case, more radios lead to more concurrency, however
each radio is limited to M concurrent transmissions. In MMD

techniques as described earlier, each interface is assigned a
non-overlapping subset of channels. Therefore, as M increases,
more channels are needed for such assignment. As number
of channels increases, data rate on each channel is reduced.
Therefore, the upper bound to this technique obtained at M = 8

can not reach to the performance of Mu-MAC. Obviously
M = 8 is not a practical number of radios, as number of channel
c > 25 is not viable in single-radio or multi-radio networks
employing channel switching at the physical layer.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented Mu-MAC, a channel access

protocol based on embracing concurrent communication via
exploiting intrinsic features of OFDMA technologies in net-
works with nodes endowed with a single half-duplex radio. Mu-
MAC achieves this goal by utilizing a new link-based channel
state assignment algorithm and a new joint negotiation algo-
rithm. The result of our work on OFDMA indicates concurrent

transmissions from a single node to multiple receivers even
on lower rate subchannels as facilitated by this technology
substantially improves channel throughput. While a node can
engage in both transmission and reception at the same time
with multiple radios, still concurrency is limited by the number
of implemented radios and the small number of orthogonal
channels. Conversely, with OFDMA, numerous subchannels are
available and link-based dynamic rate selection is realizable as
multiple subchannels can be used for transmission on a single
link. Considering the cost, complexity and power consumption
of multiple radios, OFDMA technologies appear as the more
advantageous option with much lower implementation burden.
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